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FinDing the 
spotlight

Making it in showbiz is certainly not as easy as pie, and for entertainMent 
photographer danish ravi, clicking the shutter button at the right  

MoMent has always been a thriving passion of his. 
text by liyana shazreen     all iMages by danish ravi
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Concert photography has always been one of the 
considerations for the majority of photographers, yet  
many have failed to truly excel in it as it has lots of 
challenges. Unlike the rest, local photographer Danish 
Ravi has been taking photos at concerts even before digital 
photography came to light, so overcoming tough encounters 
in entertainment photography is just another day’s work.  
 
Putting a face to this photographer’s name has been long 
overdue despite having been in contact for months! He’s 
certainly a man of many talents — not only does Danish 
take photos at concerts; he also shoots athletes for sports 
photography. It has definitely not been an easy task to get on 
the yellow brick road for this photographer, but his concert 
images of both local and international performers have 
impressed us nonetheless.

EARLY fAScInATIOn
even though danish did not particularly have an early 
start in photography, he always had a flourishing interest 
and fascination for it from a young age. he had actually 
intended to learn photography, but his family did not 
have the means to do so. with a little patience and in 
good time, danish bought his first ever camera in his 
teenage years. 
 
“the film camera i first bought was the nikon f70 
and ater a couple of  years with the it, i progressed  
on and switched to the f90x.  when the digital era  
came around i got myself  a nikon d70s to be my
‘partner-in-crime’,” recalled danish with smile.  

this 47 year-old photographer has had 15 years of  
experience under his belt in sports and entertainment 
photography, but why these two ‘territories’? he 
explained, “i love a challenge and that’s why i got  
into sports photography in the first place — it throws 
a lot of  obstacles in your way and you just have to 
overcome them to get the shot you want. if  you put 
the two side by side, sports photography is very much 
similar to entertainment as well; your subject or the 
performer will involve a lot of  fast and unpredictable 
movements.” 
 
while explaining this to us, we found out that danish’s 
first big break in the entertainment industry so happened 
to be with one of  Malaysia’s legendary band — the 
alleycats! before becoming an official photographer  
for them, danish was already a big alleycats fan who  
was no stranger to their songs and faithfully attended 
most of  their shows.  
 
“i was seriously in love with the alleycats! i’d listened 
to their music since i was young and their shows were 
a must for me. one day i finally gathered the courage 
to approach david arumugam and personally request 
his permission to snap a few photos during their 
performance.  
 
“when i showed my images to them, the band members 

were satisfied with the photos that i took, and directly 
asked if  i could be their official photographer. can you 
believe it? i was now the official photographer for one my 
favourite bands and the alleycats would ring me up every 
time they had a performance lined up — it was certainly 
an unforgettable experience for me,” he said, reminiscing 
the days when bell-bottoms were the trend. 

THE RIGHT mOmEnT
in general, a photographer’s job includes the ability to 
capture a moment in time that could be gone forever, or 
even impossible to reproduce. it’s easier said than done, 
and not many know that concert photography is not just 
about freezing the moment in frames. in fact, it is also 
about getting the right moment with perfect lighting 
on the subject.  
 
from a glance at his portfolio, danish has covered 
numerous shows in his career, including local musicians 
like dato’ siti nurhaliza and yuna, as well as international 
artists Jennifer lopez, alicia keys, air supply and many 
more. clearly, they do not belong to the same music 
genres, so their movements or way of  performing  
vary from one another. yet, in spite of  the complexities, 
danish has found the perfect recipe to capturing great 
photos at a concert.  
 
“for each concert that i am assigned to, i would need to 
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study the lighting as it differs from show to show. from 
there, i can determine and perhaps predict the lighting 
so that i can look out for the perfect moment to release 
the shutter. it’s easier said than done, and not many 
know that concert photography is also about getting 
perfect lighting on the subject at a great moment.”  
he said enthusiastically.  
 
when asked about any memorable task given to 
him during his career, danish told us of  a cherished 
experience in shooting renowned indian classical 
dancer ramli ibrahim whilst calling it one of  the most 
challenging performers he has shot so far — just his  
cup of  tea!  
 
“it was very tough to get a nice shot of  datuk ramli 
ibrahim during his performance; it had lots of  dance 
movements and the lighting was tricky as well as the 
tungsten lights were harsh at times. there was no  
doubt about his skills as his footwork was amazing,  
and this posed a challenge to me as a photographer; 
once i missed a moment, i can’t get it back again. 
nonetheless, i’m always up for that!”  
 
aside from musicians and lighting, a concert 
photographer would find it to ignore the seas of   
ecstatic fans or audiences around them. at some of  

these concerts, danish pointed out that photographers 
would be immobile throughout the performance.  
 
“some of  the organisers will not allow photographers  
to move around to avoid any disturbance to the audience. 
it can get very difficult when you are not allowed to move 
around especially as a photographer, as you would only 
have the same shot or angle to work with.” 
 
the secret to dealing with this kind of  situation was to 
get more than one pair of  eyes, so danish gave us a tip: 
always be prepared to face such conditions by preparing 
yourself  with various lenses! to get a variety of  angles  
or shots during a show, danish would always have  
several zoom and telephoto lenses on standby in  
his camera bag.  
 
“for concert photography, i usually bring four different 
lenses but i tend to stick to my favourites, which are my 
telephoto prime and zoom lenses. i would also include 
my wide-angle lenses in the bag for dramatic shots, if   
the opportunity arose. 
 
“take for instance, a performance that would involve  
a full fledge orchestra; i would definitely grab my wide-
angle lens for that. Just imagine with the right lighting 
plus the orchestra, you would definitely want a wider 
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frame for that kind of  shot! and of  course if  i wanted a 
close-up of  the musicians or singer, i would take out my 
telephoto lens,” he added.  
 
IT’S nOT OnLY ROck ‘n’ ROLL
for those keen to venture into concert photography, 
danish has happily shared with us a few tricks up his 
sleeve during our time with him.  
 
“when you are taking photos of  international performers, 
photographers are only allowed to take pictures during 
the first three songs only. this means you’d have to be 
very fast and, of  course, not forget about the lighting.  
 
“there’s this one trick i use to speed things up at 
concerts where international musicians are concerned 
— i’d have two camera bodies with me where one would 
have a telephoto lens mounted on, while the other has 
a wide-angle lens. three songs do not take very long to 
perform and with such limited time on your hands to  
get photos, you would not have the time to change lenses 
and it is possible that you would miss some good photo 
moments. the best thing to do to avoid this is to have 
two camera bodies and different lenses on them,”  
he explained.  
 
despite having practised this rule of  thumb during his 
assignments, danish had a close shave with the security 
staff  at an air supply concert and boy, was it a close call!
  
“photographers can sometimes get carried away while 
taking photos of  the show and i didn’t even realise that 
air supply have already performed three songs! then, 

one of  the members from the security team sat next to 
me and said sternly,  ‘you either keep your camera, or i’m 
taking it home with me.’ within a flash, i was packing up 
my gear into my bag so that i wouldn’t lose my precious 
camera or my images!”  
 
aside from abiding by some rules and following the 
organiser’s instructions, danish pointed out that it’s 
always better to arrive at the venue early, at least two  
to three hours in advance before the curtain goes up.  
 
“by getting there early, you will have all the time in the 
world to check out the stage or inspect the set-up. there 
will also be other photographers there on-site so best to 
be there early to obtain the best position for your camera 
for the angles and framing that you want. and before 
you get out of  the house, check your cameras and gears, 
especially the batteries!

SHOw Off YOuR wORk!
with many years of  shooting both sports and the 
entertainment world, danish has certainly compiled  
a vast collection of  images that he’s proud to call his, 
and some of  these photos have actually gone on display 
in his own photo gallery in his hometown kuala kubu 
bharu, selangor.  
 
“it’s a small space to showcase some of  my collections 
to potential clients. other than that, i have a studio set  
up in setapak with my brother-in-law and we focus more 
on commercial photography.”

after having spent so much time capturing beautiful 
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images and editing them to perfection and precision, 
drawing up a portfolio for clients also seemed to be 
one of  the ways to getting the word out there about his 
work. being a freelance photographer, danish has used 
it to actively seek out job opportunities in sports and 
entertainment by meeting up the involved organisers  
with his portfolio in hand.  
 
“i have all of  my best works gathered into my portfolio as 
i want to be ever-ready to present it to potential clients. 
for instance, i actually approached the organisers of  
the ciMb classic golf  tournament this way and they 
granted me the opportunity to become their official 
photographer. that was in 2011 and i’ve been working 
for them during the tournament ever since!” he said.  
the same goes to concert photography too, whereby 
danish would approach the organisers with his well-
stocked portfolio. 

however, getting contracted as an official photographer 

does not just involve being trigger-happy. before he  
starts snapping his camera’s shutters away at the 
concert, danish would always study and prep himself  
before the event starts, which are pretty much key to 
any photography genre.  
 
“when i am chosen as the official photographer, the first 
thing i would do is to get the list of  the kind of  shots and 
images that the organiser would want me to get. then, i 
would try my very best to visit the concert venue to study 
the stage, lighting and so on. in some cases, especially 
for international performances, they would not allow 
photographers near the stage at all, so this means you 
would have to take your shots at a certain distance and 
that’s where technicality steps in.”

DOn’T wAIT fOR Luck
concert photography may be one of  the most 
challenging fields in photography as one has no control 

beyond his camera, especially when the lighting of  the 
stage and the subject’s movements constantly change 
throughout the show. sounds a lot like a mission 
impossible, right? though, with enough perseverance  
and research that danish has demonstrated throughout 
his 15-year career, anyone who is passionate about 
concert photography should be able to shoot a live show 
smoothly and intuitively. nonetheless, here’s what he has 
to say to those who want to make it big in photography.  
 
“My advice for other photographers is to always be 
prepared and ready to take up challenges. My wife says 
this to me all the time — never give up! even after more 
than 10 years of  shooting, i am still trying my best as a 
photographer. rejection does happen, and it’s possible 
that it’ll happen more than once. but don’t stop there; 
stick it out and you’ll taste success.” he said. 

to find out more of  danish ravi and his photos, 
please visit www.speedimages.my


